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This presentation draws on original ideas from Inforte, joint research with Professor Michael E.
Porter and Inforte, and from Professor Porter’s books and articles, in particular, Competitive
Strategy (The Free Press, 1980), Competitive Advantage (The Free Press, 1985), On Competition
(Harvard Business School Press, 1998), and “Strategy and the Internet” (Harvard Business
Review, March 2001) where Inforte was a contributor.

The Changing Role of IT

Many executives view IT as being strategic and able
to support and reinforce sustainable competitive advantage…

Creating or Maintaining Competitive Edge
Improving Customer Satisfaction
Keeping Pace with the Competition
Establishing or Expanding Brand Awareness
Reducing Operational Costs
Employee Communication & Satisfaction
New Markets for Products or Services
Generating New Sources of Revenue
Improving Time to Market
Improving Relationships with Partners

Source: Information Week Magazine
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The Changing Role of IT

…however, the heritage of IT has been
almost exclusively focused on operational efficiency…

Data computation, tabulation, and
recording to assist with clerical tasks

(mainframes)

“Data Processing” (Manager)

Automation and enhancement to
assist specific departmental activities

“MIS” (Director)

Enterprise view of departmental business
processes and decisions across functions

“IT” (CIO)

(minicomputers)

(client/server, ERP)
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The Changing Role of IT

…until recently, with the introduction of Internet technologies.
– Since applications can now be flexibly deployed inside the company
(to all employees) and can reach customers, channels, and
suppliers, IT is being viewed more and more as strategic.
Data computation, tabulation, and
recording to assist with clerical tasks

(mainframes)

“Data Processing” (Manager)

Automation and enhancement to
assist specific departmental activities

(minicomputers)

“MIS” (Director)

Enterprise view of departmental business
processes and decisions across functions

“IT” (CIO)

Using the Internet to deploy business processes and decisions to
entire enterprise (self-service) and customers, channels, and suppliers

(client/server, ERP)

“eBusiness”
(CTO)

Optimization of activities inside and outside the
enterprise with customers, channels, and suppliers?

(web browser)

next?

(?)
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Recent Thinking On IT: “IT Doesn’t Matter”

•

If soldiers on the field of battle
have the same weaponry, how
can that weaponry provide one
soldier an advantage?

•

Summary of thinking:
– IT has become a commodity.
– Because IT is ubiquitous, focus
on risks rather than strategic
advantages.
– The greatest risk is
overspending and putting your
company at a cost disadvantage.
– Follow, don’t lead: hang back
from the cutting edge, buying
only after standards and best
practices solidify.
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But IT Does Seem To Matter

•

IT changes industry structure and, in so doing, alters the
rules of competition.

•

IT creates competitive advantage by giving companies new
ways to outperform their rivals.

•

IT spawns whole new businesses, often from within a
company’s existing operations.

So how can we best use IT as a strategic weapon?
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What is Strategy?

The Fundamentals of Competitive Strategy

• The central goal of a firm must be superior long-term return on
investment

• The fundamental unit of strategic analysis is the industry
• Company economic performance results from two distinct causes:

Industry
Industry
Structure
Structure

- Rules of Competition

Relative
Relative Position
Position
Within
Within the
the
Industry
Industry
- Sources of Competitive Advantage

• Strategy must encompass both
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Differences in Profitability Within Selected Industries,
1988-95
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Source: Pankaj Ghemawat and Jan W. Rivkin, “Creating Competitive Advantage”
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Determinants of Relative Performance

Operational
Operational
Effectiveness
Effectiveness

Strategic
Strategic
Positioning
Positioning

• Assimilating, attaining, and
extending best practice. Updating
management techniques,
technology, equipment, etc.
• Make and offer essentially the same
products as competitors, only
better

Run the same race faster
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Determinants of Relative Performance

Operational
Operational
Effectiveness
Effectiveness

• Assimilating, attaining, and extending best practice in activities by
• Employing the most up-to-date equipment, inputs, IT, and management
techniques to improve products and processes

– e.g., Total Quality Management, time-based competition, lean
production, benchmarking, Activity-Based Costing, re-engineering,
learning organization, change management, Six Sigma

• Eliminating waste, defects, and delays

• Requires continuous organizational improvement
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The Limits of Competing on Operational Effectiveness

Operational
Operational
Effectiveness
Effectiveness

•

Improving operational effectiveness is necessary to
achieving superior profitability, but it is not sufficient
– Absolute but not relative improvement
– Competitive convergence
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Operational Effectiveness vs. Strategic Positioning

Operational
Operational
Effectiveness
Effectiveness

• Assimilating, attaining, and
extending best practice. Updating
management techniques,
technology, equipment, etc.
• Make and offer essentially the same
products as competitors, only
better

Run the same race faster

Strategic
Strategic
Positioning
Positioning

• Creating a unique and
sustainable competitive
position
• Focusing on a distinct
combination of activities

Choose to run a different race
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Tests for the Existence of Strategy

1. Different desired mix of value

2. Different value chains

Value Chain Representation of activities within a firm to show how value is produced
Firm Infrastructure
(e.g. Financing, Planning, Investor Relations)

Human Resource Management
(e.g. Recruiting, Training, Compensation System)

Support
Activities

Technology Development
(e.g. Product Design, Testing, Process Design, Material Research, Market Research)

M

Value

a

Procurement
(e.g. Components, Machinery, Advertising, Services)

Inbound
Logistics
(e.g.
Incoming
Material
Storage, Data
Collection,
Service,
Customer
Access)

Operations
(e.g.
Assembly,
Component
Fabrication,
Branch
Operations)

r
g

Outbound
Logistics

Marketing
& Sales

After-Sales
Service

(e.g. Order
Processing,
Warehousing,
Report
Preparation)

(e.g. Sales
Force,
Promotion,
Advertising,
Proposal
Writing, Web
site)

(e.g. Installation,
Customer
Support,
Complaint
Resolution,
Repair)

Primary Activities

i
n

What
buyers are
willing to
pay
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Strategic Positioning: Neutrogena Soap

Mix of Value

• Mild, residue-free soap formulated for pH balance
Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eleven ingredient formulation to minimize skin irritants
Two-layered packaging
Slow, controlled molding process to ensure quality
Distribution only through drugstores or the drug
section of combination stores
Premium price
No/few price promotions
Detailing to the medical community
Attendance at dermatology conferences
Fact-based consumer ads
Advertise in medical journals
Advanced skin care research (Neutrogena SkinCare
Institute)
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Strategic Positioning: Dell Computer

Set of
Activities

Customer
Group
Large corporate and institutional
customers and their employees

• Prices 15% below rivals
• Employees of institutional customers
get same discount on personal
machines

• Direct sale via sales force, telephone,
and the Internet

Mix of Value
Moderate range of standard, mid- and
large capacity personal computers, PC
servers, and PC workstations with low
support requirements

• Models include most up to date
components

• Build to order from a menu of options
• Assemble only, using just-in-time
relationships with nearby suppliers

• Outsource maintenance and repair
• Limited R&D
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What is Strategy?

Strategy is a race
to one ideal
position

Strategy is the
creation of a unique
and valuable
position, involving a
different set of
activities
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Sustaining a Position Requires Tradeoffs

• Choosing a unique position is necessary but not sufficient to
create a sustainable advantage because of the threat of imitation
• Traditional thinking focuses on competitors’ ability to imitate
• Equally, if not more important, is whether competitors want to
imitate

• Tradeoffs are incompatibilities between positions that create
the need for choice
• Strategic tradeoffs lie at the heart of sustainability
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Strategic Tradeoffs:
Neutrogena Soap

• Forgo cleaning, skin softening, and
deodorizing features

• Bear higher costs through the configuration of:
– manufacturing
– detailing
– medical advertising
– skin research

• Give up the ability to reach customers via:
– promotions
– television
– some distribution channels
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Recent Thinking on
the Sources of Competitive Advantage

•• “Core”
“Core”Competencies
Competencies
•• “Critical”
“Critical”Resources
Resources
•• “Key”
“Key”Success
SuccessFactors
Factors
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Kevin Rollins, Vice Chairman, Dell

•

Question: What is it about the direct sales model and mass customization
that has been difficult for competitors to replicate?

•

Answer: It’s not as simple as just having a direct sales force. It’s
not as simple as just having mass customization in plant or
manufacturing methodology. It’s a whole series of things in the
value chain from the way we procure, the way we develop product,
the way we order and have inventory levels, and manufacturer and
service support. The entire value chain has to work together to
make it efficient and effective.

Source: Forbes ASAP, April 5, 1999
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Activity System Mapping

•

All Differences Across Companies’ Prices and Costs Derive from the
Hundreds of Activities Required to Create, Produce, Sell and Deliver
Products or Services
– Cost is generated by performing activities (i.e. calling on customers)
– Cost advantages are generated by performing activities more efficiently than
competitors

•

Therefore, Differentiation Arises from Both a Company’s Choice of
Activities and How They are Performed
– Activities Become the Unit of Measure for Competitive Advantage
– Overall competitiveness is a result of ALL of a company’s activities, not just a
select few
Strategic Positioning is performing different activities from rivals,
or performing similar activities in different ways
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Southwest Airlines Activity System Example

No meals

No seat
assignments

Frequent,
Reliable
Departures

High
employee
compensation

Flexible
union
contracts

Limited
Passenger
Service

No
baggage
transfers
No
connections
with other
airlines

Limited use
of travel
agents
15-Minute
Gate Turns

Lean, Highly
Productive
Ground and Gate
Crews

High
employee
stock
ownership

Standardized
fleet of 737
aircraft
Automatic
Ticketing
Machines

Short-haul, pointto-point routes
between mediumsized cities and
secondary
airports

Very Low
Ticket Prices
High
Aircraft
Utilization

“Southwest,
the low-fare
airline”
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Strategy versus Operational Excellence

What Is a Strategy?
•

Unique position

What is Not a Strategy?
•

Best practice improvement

•

A vision

•

Learning

•

Tailored activities

•

Activities fit together in an integrated
system

•

Agility

•

Flexibility

Clear tradeoffs

•

Innovation

•

Restructuring

•

Mergers / Consolidation

•

Alliances / Partnering

•

Customer Relationship Management

•
•

Continuity of position but consistent
improvement
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How can IT Support and Reinforce Strategy?

Example: Could Dell Be Dell Without IT?

•

Dell’s strategic positioning would not be possible without IT!

•

If IT doesn’t matter, does that mean that any company can simply
copy Dell's example?
– Not exactly… Dell’s strategic position is not easily adopted by a
rival, because it requires trade-offs that competitors don’t want to
imitate!
– Some of Dell’s trade-offs: leading-edge buyers, retail sales
channels, traditional business PC sales channels, buyers who
won’t wait for build-to-order, etc.

•

What's strategic to one company will not be equally relevant to
another.
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IT and Competitive Advantage

• Competitive advantage can arise for two different reasons:

Unique
Unique Strategic
Strategic
Positioning
Positioning

Operational
Operational
Effectiveness
Effectiveness

• IT may be the single most important current driver of operational
effectiveness
– the consequences of falling behind are severe
• Given the pervasive potential of the IT to affect activity configuration, crossactivity integration and fit, every company must have an aggressive IT
program that examines and implements IT where and how it makes sense
Firm Infrastructure
(e.g., Financing, Planning, Investor Relations)

ERP

Human Resource Management
(e.g., Recruiting, Training, Compensation System)
Technology Development
(e.g., Product Design, Testing, Process Design, Material Research, Market Research)

Suppliers
Suppliers
Suppliers

Inbound
Logistics
(e.g.,
Incoming
Material
Storage,
Data
Collection
, Service,
Customer
Access)

Operations

SCM
(e.g.,
Assembly,
Component
Fabrication,
Branch
Operations)

Outbound
Logistics
(e.g., Order
Processing,
Warehousing,
Report
Preparation)

r
g

CRM

Marketing
& Sales

(e.g., Sales
Force,
Promotion,
Advertisin
g,
Proposal
Writing,
Web site)

M
a

Procurement
(e.g., Components, Machinery, Advertising, Services)
After-Sales
Service
(e.g.,
Installation,
Customer
Support,
Complaint
Resolution,
Repair)

i
n

Channels
Suppliers
Suppliers

Customers
Suppliers
Suppliers

IT and Operational Effectiveness

•

However, operational effectiveness advantages from current
Information Technologies are likely to be less sustainable than with
previous generations of IT
– virtually every company is already aware of IT and its
importance
– there are many IT standards open and accessible to any
company
– technology is less proprietary
– Internet applications in particular tend to be quite transparent
compared to traditional processes and products
– features tend to be quick and relatively easy to copy
– there are lower scale thresholds in systems development
– a huge IT consulting industry has already developed to rapidly
diffuse best practice
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IT and Strategy

• Operational effectiveness advantages due to IT will usually be
fleeting
– Stand-alone examples: insurance policy calculators,
airport kiosks, “vanilla” ERP, “vanilla” reporting & analytics

• The real potential of IT for profitability is as a strategy tool
• IT can support the extension and deepening of strategic
uniqueness
• While previous generations of IT have contributed to
competitive convergence, IT can now provide the
technological platform to tailor IT to strategy
• Doing so will require companies to design and implement IT
applications with a different philosophy than current practice
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IT and the Value Chain: Tailoring and Fit

Customized/
Integrated
Components

Strategyspecific Fit

Fit
(Cross-Activity Generic
Fit
Integration)
None

“Vanilla”
ERP/SCM/CRM
Most Packaged /
Client Server
Applications
Standard

Unique

Activity Tailoring
• Use of IT applications enables fit in the activity system that is tailored to strategy
• IT can be a powerful strategy tool if it is used to better tailor and integrate activities
around a unique positioning
• However, few companies are using IT in this way

Strategy and IT: Core Principles

• The companies that are successful in turning the IT into competitive advantage
will be those that tailor IT applications to their unique strategy (CapitalOne)
• Strategies that integrate IT and traditional advantages / ways of competing
should prevail in many industries (Merrill Lynch, ExxonMobil SpeedPass)
• IT is a powerful tool for strengthening and extending fit in the activity
system (Safeway vs. Tesco)
• Integrated strategies in which IT applications become integral to the activity
system will not only enhance uniqueness, but will increase the difficulty of
imitation
• Given the importance of integration with traditional ways of competing,
separating all IT-based operations from the rest of the company often
undermines the potential for competitive advantages
• The strategic value of IT outsourcing depends on fit
• Outsourcing tends to make activities generic
• Tailor suppliers to strategy

Differences in IT Project Approaches

Operational Effectiveness
– Lower technology implementation
costs (although not necessarily
simple projects!)
– Closer to “out-of-box” or “vanilla”
configurations
– Integration limited to common
supporting ERP systems
(purchasing, vendor management,
accounts payable, general ledger,
etc.)
– Potentially higher organizational
change management costs if
current processes need reengineering
– Business case primarily driven by
quantitative short- and mid-term
universal measures (NPV, EVA,
SVA, pro forma, etc.)

Run the same race faster

Strategic Positioning
– Higher technology
implementation costs (with
sustainable returns!)
– Tailored configurations to
support unique activities
– Integration may include
proprietary production or
front-office systems (project
management, product
development, etc.)
– Potentially lower
organizational change
management costs if
supporting current
processes with less reengineering
– Business case primarily
driven by qualitative longterm support of unique
cross-functional activities

Choose to run a different race
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Summary

• Operational Effectiveness
– Necessary, but not sufficient for competitive
advantage
– IT benefits will be more fleeting than the past
• Strategic Positioning
– Support and reinforce unique positioning and the
strategy
– This requires understanding your strategy and
unique positioning, and understanding how IT fits
in to it!
– IT in-and-of itself is probably not a competitive
advantage
• For IT to be a strategic weapon, you have to both!
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Thank you!

Darius.Vaskelis@inforte.com
(312) 805-3000
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Five Steps to Assessing Strategic Opportunity in IT

Competing in the Age of Information
1. Assess information intensity

•

Evaluate existing and potential information intensity of the products
and processes of the business units.

•

Value Chain Examples
– A large number of suppliers or customer with whom the company deals
directly
– A product requiring a large quantity of information in selling
– A product line with many distinct product varieties
– A product composed of many parts
– A large number of steps in a company’s manufacturing process
– A long cycle time from the initial order to the delivered product

•

Product Examples
– A product that mainly provides information
– A product whose operation involves substantial information processing
– A product whose use requires the buyer to process a lot of information
– A product requiring especially high costs for buyer training
– A product that has many alternative uses or is sold to a buyer with high
information intensity in his or her own business
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Competing in the Age of Information
2. Determine the role of IT in industry structure (examples)
Threat of Substitute
Products or Services

(+) IT substitutes for traditional methods
(-) The proliferation of IT approaches multiplies
substitution threats

Bargaining Power
of Suppliers
(+) Raise power relative to suppliers
(-) Tendency to commoditize
supplier industries and standardize
procurement, thereby neutralizing
differentiation downstream and
leveling the playing field

Rivalry Among
Existing Competitors
(-) Migrates competition to price because it
is difficult to differentiate and keep services
/ features proprietary
(-) Reduces differentiation, as features can
easily be copied

Bargaining
Bargaining
Bargaining
Power of
Power of
Power
of
Buyers
Channels
Buyers
(+) Eliminates or
improves
bargaining
power with
traditional
channels

(-) Shifts
bargaining
power to end
consumers
(-) Reduces
switching
costs

Barriers to entry
(-) Reduces some barriers to entry such as sales forces and
channel access
(-) IT difficult to be kept proprietary
(-) A flood of entrants has come into many industries
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Competing in the Age of Information
3. Identify and rank the ways in which IT might create
competitive advantage

•

Value Chain
• IT is likely to effect every activity in the value chain, and likely to create
new linkages among activities.
• Identify activities that are likely to be most effected in terms of cost and
differentiation.

•

Competitive Scope
• Can IT help the company serve new segments?
• Will IT allow broad-line competitors invade areas occupied by niche
competitors?
• Will IT provide leverage to expand globally?
• Can managers harness IT to exploit interrelationships with other industries?
• Can IT help create competitive advantage by narrowing its scope?

•

Product
• Can the company bundle more information with the product?
• Can the company embed IT in it?
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Competing in the Age of Information
4. Investigate how IT might spawn new business

•

What opportunities are there to create new businesses from
existing ones?

•

What information generated (or potentially generated) in the
business could the company sell?

•

What information-processing capacity exists internally to start a
new business?

•

Does information technology make it feasible to produce new
items related to the company’s product?
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Competing in the Age of Information
5. Develop a plan for taking advantage of IT

•

The action plan should rank the strategic investments necessary in
hardware and software, and in new product development activities that
reflect the increasing information content in products.

•

Organizational changes that reflect the role that IT plays in linking
activities inside and outside the company are likely to be necessary.

•

General managers must be involved to ensure that cross-functional
linkages, more possible to achieve with IT, are exploited.

•

IT managers must coordinate the architecture and standards of the
many applications, as well as provide assistance and coaching in systems
development… otherwise the benefits will be lost.

•

IT can help in the strategy implementation process, with reporting
systems tracking progress toward milestones and success factors, measuring
activities more precisely and helping motivate managers to implement
strategies successfully.
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